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Feature Overview and Purpose
- Implementing kart customization to the game

- Configure the kart to have different in game appearances

- Common feature in many games

- Adds more enjoyment for the player, and a more personal feel with the game

- Encourages completion of game challenges and achievements to unlock more styles 

- Possibly monetized: in-game transactions for premium and limited styles, sponsored style packs 



Implementation 1
- Kart customization through a “Garage” mode.

- Players can customize kart with variety of configurations of: body styles, wheels, 

paint jobs, jet streams, and possibly more

- Able to unlock different parts through completing challenges/achievements, and 

premium parts/sets through in-game purchases





Implementation 2
- Customize kart though less elaborate available presets of colour and possibly 

stylings

- Kart assets (textures, animations, etc.) are kept integrated, and customization is 

done simply at character selection screen

- Presets can be unlocked through challenges/achievements, and perhaps through 

in-game purchases (though expected to be less likely)





SAAM Analysis
Stakeholders: Lead developers, community contributors, game players

Garage Mode Presets

Pros Cons Pros Cons

Modifiability - Separation of 
kart function and 
assets from 
game state 
allows for easier 
modification of 
systems in the 
future (less 
coupling, more 
cohesion)

- Less work for 
developers and 
contributors

- Better delivery of 
features for 
players

- More initial 
modification 
is required 
by 
developers 
and 
contributors 
to create any 
new 
subsystem(s
) and move 
around 
classes/funct
ions in the 
old

- Quicker 
implementati
on as less 
change 
required

- Simple 
presets are 
easily 
generated by 
developers 
and 
contributors

- Feature and 
presets 
rapidly 
delivered to 
player

- By keeping 
the current 
integration of 
kart assets 
in Karts 
within game 
state, there 
is high 
coupling and 
low 
cohesion, 
and more 
difficult 
future 
modification 
for 
developers 
and 
contributors



Garage Mode Presets

Pros Cons Pros Cons

Reusability - Code generated 
for the 
customization 
mode can be 
reused for future 
customization 
features (i.e. 
racer)

- Code for parts 
can be heavily 
reused, making it 
easier for 
developers and 
contributors

- More features in 
the future for 
players, and 
more addition of 
parts

- The existing 
code cannot 
be heavily 
reused due 
to the new 
organization 
of the 
systems and 
kart assets

- More initial 
work 
generating 
code for 
developers 
and 
contributors 

- Due to less 
changes to 
implement, 
older code 
can be more 
reused, 
making it 
easier for 
developers 
and 
contributors

- Simple 
presets 
allows for 
high code 
reuse in 
generating 
new ones, 
quicker 
deliver to 
players

- New code is 
not 
implemented 
for an 
elaborate 
customizatio
n feature, 
and as such 
developers 
are less 
likely to plan 
such 
features in 
the future 
which could 
have reused 
code

- Loss of 
potential 
features for 
player



Garage Mode Presets

Pros Cons Pros Cons

Security - Promotes the 
implementation 
of security 
protocol for 
transactions and 
data storage, 
allowing for 
increased 
security for the 
player with future 
features using 
this

- Allows 
developers to 
more easily add 
more transaction 
features with 
security already 
addressed 

- New security 
protocol will 
have to be 
implemented 
to secure 
transactions 
and/or 
encrypt 
stored 
payment 
information 
of the player

- Developers 
must be 
trusted to 
implement 
third party 
protocol not 
endangered 
from open 
source

- If in-game purchases available for 
presets (not expected), then the 
same pros/cons as for Garage Mode 

- If not:
- No need for security implementation 

by developers, and increased 
security risk for players

- More work for developers later if 
ever looking to implement a 
transaction feature or security 
protocol for player information



Garage Mode Presets

Pros Cons Pros Cons

Scalability - Due to improved 
organization of 
classes (less 
coupling, more 
cohesion), easier 
and more 
efficient for 
developers and 
contributors to 
continuously add 
kart data

- Larger selection 
of parts give 
more 
combination 
possibilities to 
players.

- Increasing 
numbers of 
parts (kart 
assets) will 
reflect in 
increasing 
data and can 
be more 
demanding 
on the 
players’ 
systems and 
increase 
loading 
times

- Developers 
and 
contributors 
may have to 
structure 
data in more 
efficient way

- As the 
preset styles 
are less 
elaborate, 
and have 
less 
individual 
assets, there 
will be less 
data growth 

- Less need 
for 
developers 
and 
contributors 
to consider 
data 
structure

- Less 
demand on 
players’ 
machines

- Kart style 
presets are 
coded within 
game state 

- Harder for 
developers 
to organize 
code with 
increasing 
presets 
added 
crowding in 
this 
subsystem

- Difficult for 
contributors 
to add with 
little 
knowledge 
of integration 
into game 
state



Selected Approach: Garage Mode 
- This approach takes more initial work to implement in terms of moving karts 

functionality to Karts subsystem, assets to Assets Manager, and security protocol

- This all however is worthwhile work which allows for higher ease and reusability of code for future 

implementations of new features

- This approach is more enjoyable for the users

- More options to customize, more motivation to unlock parts, more elaborate features and so more 

likely to be willing to make purchases for premium style parts

- Essentially, it is harder work now for more pay-off and less work in the future



Impacted Subsystems

New

New



Sequence Diagram



Risks and Limitations
- In game purchases of additional car skins function may be “broken” by others 

wishing to obtain the features for free

- Would need a network check to make sure purchase was made legitimately .

- With reordering of subsystems, certain function calls may be lost between 

subsystems, causing new bugs.

- Potential risks without proper security protocol (i.e. credit card information theft)



Feature Interaction
- New feature will directly affect the visual component of Karts

- Within this implementation, karts visual assets (model, textures, and animations) is moved to assets 

manager 

- Kart functionality and configuration of these assets is handled by a new ‘Karts’ subsystem 

- New Kart subsystem will interact with other features as game state used to when 

it contained karts

- Player will call to game state to enter the new Garage Mode, where assets will be retrieved and user 

for the player to chose a style configuration, which is saved in Karts 

- In active races, Karts handles the player's input to control it, communicating with physics, and 

retrieving assets based on its saved configuration to call to render the correct Kart stylings

- Network will be used to add new style parts, track unlocked parts through 

achievements/challenges, and purchase premium parts



Testing
- Would have to ensure that the decoupling of kart function (into Karts) and kart 

assets (into assets manager) maintained proper functionality

- Check that the new Karts subsystem appropriately calls other subsystems as game state when it 

contained karts (i.e. call to physics)

- Karts should operate normally in a race, and still be rendered fully with animations and proper 

modelling (not ‘clipping’ in wall, not demonstrating incorrect collision detection)

- Would have to ensure garage mode success in storing kart configuration 

- Need to ensure that the kart configuration holds such that when the player activates garage mode, 

their current kart is displayed properly, only unlocked parts are available for selection and preview, 

and that this configuration saves successfully in kart

- Upon leaving garage mode and activating other game modes, kart should hold that configuration 

and draw on the correct assets to render the customized kart for the player, and not the default 

style



Team Issues & Concurrency
Team Issues

- Requires an experienced developer who is familiar with the integration of karts to 

implement this feature.

- Will require developers from all affected subsystems to update their interfaces to 

the new Karts unless an adapter design pattern is used.

- Will require designers to create new kart styling parts 

Concurrency

- All new implementation code will be single threaded.

- Relies on multithreaded UI subsystem 

- There is no change on concurrency requirements 



Lessons Learned
- Implemented a feature which you expect to only have limited impact can in fact 

have widespread impact across many subsystems and their dependencies - 

especially in a tightly coupled system such as this 

- There is definitely value in have a more organized system where future 

modification was considered and as such is easier to implement without having to 

reform half of the system

- Essentially -- design a less coupled and more cohesive system early on, and save 

headaches down the road when trying to add to the system



Conclusion
- A feature allowing users to customize karts is a valuable feature

- An implementation where the user has a new mode allowing for elaborate 

customization of multiple parts of the kart is preferred, even if requiring more 

initial modification (which is worth it for easier future features)

- Making major changes to subsystem structure and integration (such as kart assets 

being housed within karts) would require a lot of updating and testing to ensure 

that all calls to their assets have been corrected, and that functionality of the kart 

has successfully been separated from the assets to render

- As such, avoid high coupling and poor cohesion like this early when designing a 

system architecture



Questions?
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